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Sammanfattning

Ett Global Positioning System (GPS) kan användas för att bestämma positionen
hos ett objekt, givet att objektet har en GPS antenn. Dock kräver systemet in-
formation från åtminstone fyra oberoende satelliter för att kunna ge en positions-
skattning. Om två GPS antenner och en carrier-phase GPS mätenhet används kan
en skattning av objektets riktning göras genom att bestämma basvektorn mellan
de två antennerna. Metoden kallas GPS Attitude Determination (GPSAD) och
kräver att ett heltalsproblem löses. Denna metod är billigare än traditionella me-
toder för att bestämma riktning men är beroende av ostörd GPS-mottagning. Ge-
nom stöttning från en Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), innehållandes accelero-
metrar och gyroskop kan systemet förbättras, framförallt då GPS-mottagningen
är dålig. I Thorstenson [2012] integrerades data från GPS, GPSAD och IMU i ett
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) för att förbättra attitydskattningen. Denna rapport
bygger vidare på Thorstensons arbete och undersöker möjligheten att integrera
råmätningar från GPS-mottagarna med IMU-data i ett EKF för att förbättra pre-
standan. Arbetet är uppdelat i två delproblem: förbättring av positionering när
färre än fyra satelliter finns tillgängliga samt möjligheten att integrera EKF:et
med sökningen efter de rätta heltalen för heltalsproblemet för att kunna förbättra
skattningen av attitydvinkeln. För båda problemen har en implementation gjorts
och prestandan har kunnat förbättras på simulerad data. För det första problemet
har prestandan även kunnat förbättras på verklig data. Ett antal förslag ges även
på hur prestandan skulle kunna förbättras för det andra problemet med verklig
data.
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Abstract

A Global Positioning System (GPS) can be used to estimate an objects position,
given that the object has a GPS antenna. However, the system requires informa-
tion from at least four independent satellites in order to be able to give a position
estimate. If two GPS antennas and a carrier-phase GPS measurement unit is used
an estimate of the objects heading can be calculated by determine the baseline
between the two antennas. The method is called GPS Attitude Determination
(GPSAD) and requires that an Integer Ambiguity Problem (IAP) is solved. This
method is cheaper than more traditional methods to calculate the heading but
is dependent on undisturbed GPS-reception. Through support from an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), containing accelerometers and gyroscopes, the system
can be enhanced. In Thorstenson [2012] data from GPS, GPSAD and IMU was
integrated in an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to enhance the performance. This
thesis is an extension on Thorstensons work and is divided into two separate prob-
lems: enhancement of positioning when less than four satellites are available and
the possibility to integrate the EKF with the search of the correct integers for the
IAP in order to enhance the estimation of attitude. For both problems an imple-
mentation has been made and the performance has been enhanced for simulated
data. For the first problem it has been possible to enhance the performance on
real data while that has not been possible for the second problem. A number of
proposals is given on how to enhance the performance for the second problem
using real data.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Background

Saab Bofors Dynamics (SBD) has during recent years worked on a system for at-
titude determination and positioning based on Global Positioning System (GPS).
Estimating the attitude and position for a moving object has many applications,
among others navigating with a boat or a car. A GPS provides bounded accuracy,
i.e. the error of a GPS position estimate will not increase with time. On the other
hand the accuracy is usually not better than some 10 meters. An Inertial Mea-
surement Unit has better accuracy for quick events but has the disadvantage that
it has a drifting error which will increase over time if not additional information
is provided. By using a fusion of the two in an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) the
benefits of both can be used.

Previous work on this subject at SBD was first made by Johan Bejeryd, in Bejeryd
[2007] and Stefan Thorstenson, in Thorstenson [2012]. Bejeryd developed a pro-
gram that uses raw GPS data, solves the Integer Ambiguity Problem (IAP) and
outputs an estimate of the heading, i.e. an estimate of the yaw. This program is
in its basic form not using any additional information from the Inertial Measure-
ment Unit (IMU). The output yaw from this program is being used in some parts
of the thesis and will be called GPSAD data.

Thorstenson continued on Bejeryds work but with a new approach. The main
focus here was to improve the yaw estimate that was given from Bejeryds pro-
gram. By fusing this yaw estimate data with IMU and GPS data this was made
possible. However, the current system only uses an already estimated position
and heading from the GPS and GPSAD respectively and not raw data. A GPS sys-
tem requires a minimum of four satellites in order to be able to output a position

1



2 1 Introduction

so during GPS outages there might still be up to three available satellites which
sends information. This information is not used in the current system.

In addition, the GPSAD system has no feedback from the EKF, and consequently
the GPSAD, which currently is the system that solves the IAP is not using all
available data in doing so. By using raw GPS data in the EKF, information from
satellites can be used even when information from only one, two or three satel-
lites are received. By using estimates from the EKF a reduced search space of
candidates can be used and the solution to the IAP can go faster. This implies
that there is a possibility that fusing raw GPS data with IMU data could improve
the system and that is where this work begins.

The applications for these type of systems are many. In practice all system that
are navigating with a system using both GPS and IMU measurements could ben-
efit from a system like this. In an urban environment or in areas with many trees
some of the satellites might be shrouded. In these situations a system like this
could be very useful since an ordinary GPS often may have outage while there
still might be a few satellites in line of sight of the receiver.

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this work is to examine how the system can be improved by using
raw GPS data directly in the EKF together with IMU data and include the IAP in
the EKF. There are two main problems that will be examined:

1. Increasing system robustness by including pseudo range measurements in
the EKF.

2. Improvement of the current system using tight integration of carrier phase
measurements with the EKF.

1.3 Problem Formulation

Using measurements from one GPS antenna, the position of that antenna can be
determined by triangulation. By using two antennas it is possible to determine
the baseline vector between the antennas. This vector in turn makes it possible to
determine the yaw and pitch angles which will be defined later in the thesis. The
roll angle can be determined but then another relative position is needed since
this rotation otherwise is around the baseline vector and therefore is unobserv-
able. In this application it is only the heading that is of interest.

During GPS outages the position and Euler angles, i.e. the roll, pitch and yaw will
be unknown. However, by using a model of the system and an EKF which uses
the model and the measurements an estimate of the position and the Euler angles
can still be made. Currently the GPSAD is separate from the EKF. The GPSAD
calculates the yaw by using measurements and finding a candidate to the Integer
Ambiguity Problem. Since the GPSAD currently is a separate system relative to
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the EKF it is not using all available data to solve the IAP. Some efforts have been
made in assisting the GPSAD to find the correct candidate in Thorstenson [2012]
by using the EKF’s yaw estimate in the GPSAD but all information from the EKF
is not used.

1. Increasing system robustness by including pseudo range measurements in
the EKF. A problem in the current system is that if the GPS do not have contact
with at least four satellites it will not give a position estimate at all. This implies
that if the GPS for example has contact with three satellites the EKF will not use
this information at all.

Solution. A solution to this problem is to let the EKF filter recieve information of
the pseudo range measurements. By reformulating the measurement equations
it is possible to use information from each satellite.

2. Improvement of the current system using tight integration of carrier phase
measurements with the EKF. When the GPSAD is searching for the right candi-
date its using carrier phase measurements, and the yaw estimate from the EKF
filter but not all available information.

Solution. By introducing the integer ambiguities as float numbers and updating
the current EKF with a measurement equation connecting these states to the oth-
ers the EKF will be able to estimate the value of these numbers. Since all the
states and measurements in the EKF are indirectly connected the EKF will use
all information available (including both knowledge of the model and measure-
ments) to estimate the values of the unknown integers. By integrating the IAP in
the EKF and use the float estimates of the integers the GPSAD will indirectly use
all available information to find the right candidate.

1.4 Simplifications

This work has only been tested with the used IMU and GPS hardware. In case
other hardware is used some modulation of the system will most likely be needed.
Additionally it is only intended to be used offline for post processing. A real-time
implementation would require more work on the initialization process.

1.5 Outline

The subsequent part of the report consists of the following chapters.

Chapter 2 is an introduction to the Global Positioning System. Concepts of differ-
ent coordinate systems, reference frames and determination of receiver position
are examined.

Chapter 3 describes the concept of attitude determination using carrier phase
measurements. This chapter also formulates the Integer Ambiguity Problem.
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Chapter 4 derives the model of the system, how the solution is implemented and
how the problems have been approached.

Chapter 5 describes the achieved results to the formulated problems.

Chapter 6 gives the concluding remarks and propose what future work in the
topic could focus on.

Appendix A describes the implementation details.

Appendix B describes how the satellite positions and the corrected pseudo ranges
are calculated.



2
Introduction to GPS

The following chapter is an introduction to GPS. First some theory about coordi-
nate systems and reference frames are given. Then some is said about the satellite
constellation and GPS signals. Finally the theory of calculating receiver position
is described.

2.1 Coordinate Systems

When dealing with navigation it is crucial to define a number of reference frames.
In this thesis four different reference frames are used, all described in Titterton
and Weston [1997]. All of them are Cartesian, orthogonal and right handed axis
sets.

The inertial frame (i-frame) is a non rotating and non-accelerating frame. By
non-rotating the meaning is that the frames axes are fixed with respect to some
fixed stars.

The earth frame (e-frame) is also a non-accelerating frame but has axes that ro-
tates with the earth. There are multiple coordinate-systems that represent the
earth frame and in this thesis two of them are used: the Earth Centered Earth
Fixed (ECEF) system and the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84). The ECEF
system is cartesian, has its origin placed in the centre of the earth and is defined
by the axes Ox,e, Oy,e and Oz,e, see Figure 2.1. The axis Ox,e lies along the inter-
section of the plane of the Greenwich meridian with the earth’s equatorial plane,
the Oz,e axis lies along the earth’s polar axis while the Oy,e axis is aligned so that
the system form a right handed axis set.

The WGS84 system is another way to represent the earth system coordinates. It

5
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Figure 2.1: Frames of reference. The figure is drawed with inspiration from
a figure in Kaplan [1996]

has its origin placed in the centre of the earth as well but is not cartesian. The
coordinates are L (latitude) which is the angle between the normal at the point
on the earth surface and the equatorial plane. λ (longitude) which is the angle
between a meridian drawn from the north pole to the south pole through the
actual point and the Greenwich meridian and hwhich is the height above the the-
oretical ellipsoid that approximates the surface of Earth, defined by the WGS84
parameters.

The navigation frame (n-frame) is a local geographic frame which has its ori-
gin placed in the body and have axes aligned with the local north, east and down
(towards the centre of the earth). Note that the origin of the navigation frame
moves with the body while the vectors of speed and acceleration usually is not
aligned with the body.

The body frame (b-frame) is also attached to the body but here the axes are al-
ways aligned with the vehicles forward, right and down.
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Notation:

Positions, velocities and other quantities needs to be expressed in a reference
frame and in relation to something. In this thesis the superscript denote the ref-
erence frame and the first subscript denote what the magnitude relates to. The
second subscript denotes which body that is examined. For example, ωne,b de-
notes the angular velocity of the body, in relation to the Earth frame, in naviga-
tion frame coordinates. In the same manner ωie,n denotes the rotation rate of the
navigation frame relative to the earth frame in inertial frame coordinates.

Vector transformation between coordinate systems

It is crucial to be able to transform one reference frame to another. There are mul-
tiple ways to do this, the two most common probably being using Euler angles
or unit quaternions, quaternions being a lot less intuitive but perfectly defined
for every rotation. Euler angles can be used in most applications but suffer from
not being uniquely defined for one point. Which point depends on which rota-
tion sequence that is used. For the sequence used here the Euler angles will be
singular when the pitch is ±90 deg. In this application however there is no risk of
pointing straight up or straight down so the Euler angle representation has been
chosen. An example of how to define the rotation matrix from the body frame to
the navigation frame now follows.

2.1 Example: Rotationmaxtrix
Consider a coordinate system bwhich has the Euler angles ψ, θ and φ relative the
navigation system. Take a mobile coordinate system with the name q. Start with
q parallel to the navigation system n and rotate q around its own axes according
to the following

• Rotate through angle ψ about the z-axis.

• Rotate through angle θ about new y-axis.

• Rotate through angle φ about new x-axis.

Then the mobile coordinate system q will be parallel to b. Let us look at the first
rotation where we rotate the system q angle ψ about the z-axis. Let a point have
the coordinates (x, y, z)T and (x′ , y′ , z′)T before and after the rotation respectively.

Then the following must apply, according to Figure 2.2

x =
y =
z =

x′ cosψ − y′ sinψ
x′ sinψ + y′ cosψ

z′
(2.1)

Denoting the coordinates as a vector from the origin to the point one has r̄ =
(x, y, z)T and r̄ ′ = (x′ , y′ , z′)T the equation above can be written as

r̄ = Cψ r̄
′ (2.2)
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{ {

{

{

Figure 2.2: Rotation angle ψ about the z-axis. The z-axis is pointing in to the
paper.

where

Cψ =

cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1

 . (2.3)

Hence the matrix Cψ is the transformation matrix from coordinates in the primed
system to inertial coordinates for the first rotation. Similarly for the other two
Euler angles one receives matrices

Cθ =

 cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ

 (2.4)

Cφ =

1 0 0
0 cosφ −sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ

 (2.5)

Cθ and Cφ.

Following the steps above the matrix Cnb = CψCθCφ taking us from the B-system
to the N -system must be
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Cnb =

cosψ cos θ − sinψ cosφ + cosψ sin θ sinφ sinψ sinφ + cosψ sin θ cosφ
sinψ cos θ cosψ cos θ + sinψ sin θ sinφ − cosψ sinφ + sinψ sin θ cosφ
− sin θ cos θ sinφ cos θ cosφ


(2.6)

Here ψ, θ and φ are referred to as the Euler angles, and looking at the navigation
to body coordinate transformation, they are called the yaw (ψ) pitch (θ) and roll
(φ) of the vehicle. Note that the rotation sequence above does not commute, i.e.
it is important that the rotation matrices are multiplied in the order given above.

A convenient property of all rotation matrices is that CT = C−1. This property
makes it easy to go back and forth between different coordinate systems. For
example

Cbn = (Cnb )T . (2.7)

Adding another rotation just equals multiplying with another rotation matrix, for
example

Cbe = CbnC
n
e . (2.8)

Equation (2.8) states that the result of the two rotations is another rotation matrix.

2.2 Satellite Constellation and GPS Signals

At the time of writing there are 32 satellites orbiting the earth in the GNSS system
(Observatory [2012]). Among these some are spares that are used if one of the
others malfunction. There are at least 24 main satellites that are divided into
six orbital planes with four satellites in each plane. The satellites are not evenly
spaced in each plane, instead the satellites have relative positions to each other
so that the system is robust to satellite failure. Furthermore, the constellation is
designed so that at least four satellites are continuously visible over the horizon
at the places where the system is intended to work, Kaplan [1996].

In order to use raw GPS data in the EKF some knowledge of the GPS and how it
works is needed. By raw the meaning is that it is the data coming directly from the
satellites that is treated. When using pseudo range measurements in an EKF to
determine antennae position the satellite positions need to be known. These posi-
tions are calculated from a satellite message called the ephemeris which contains
orbital parameters describing the satellite orbit. How to calculate the satellite
positions from the ephemeris is described very well in Kaplan [1996].
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of four satellites orbiting Earth

2.3 GPS Positioning

The GPS system is measuring the distance between the satellite and the receiver
antenna by comparing the value on its internal clock to the time the satellite
emitted the signal. By subtracting the time values and multiplying with the speed
of light the distance between the satellite and the receiver can be calculated. The
measurement equation for this range is:

p = ||s − u||2 + ctc + e0 + e1 (2.9)

where p is the measured range, s is the satellite position, u is the user position,
c is the speed of light, tc is receiver to satellite time offset, called clock error,e0
is modelled errors and e1 is unmodelled errors. Note that the norm ||s − u||2 is
the true distance between satellite and receiver and that s and u are vectors in
position space. Because of the term ctc, p is not the actual range and is therefore
called pseudorange. The modelled errors can be corrected for which yields

pcorr = ||s − u||2 + ctc + e1 (2.10)

How to correct the pseudorange for these errors will be described in the end of
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this section.

To solve for user position four independent equations, i.e. four measurements
to different satellites are needed, one for each space coordinate and one for the
receiver clock error.

The equations are non-linear so they need to be linearized before solving with for
example a least squares approach.

An example of how to do this, as described in [NATO] is done below. All the
ranges used below are corrected pseudo range measurements. First assume that
there are four different satellites available. Equation (2.10) can then be expressed
(omitting errors):

Ri =
√

(x − six)2 + (y − siy)2 + (z − siz)2 + ctc = f (x, y, z, tc) (2.11)

where (x, y, z) is the user position (unknown), tc is receiver clock error (unknown),
(six, s

i
y , s

i
z) is the position for the i:th satellite for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and c is the speed

of light. Ri for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are corrected pseudo range measurements between
receiver and satellite i respectively

Now let xn, yn, zn, tn,c be nominal values of x, y, z, tc, and ∆x,∆y,∆z,∆t be posi-
tive or negative corrections to these nominal values. Further on let Rn,i be the
nominal pseudo range measurement from the ith satellite and ∆Ri be the differ-
ence between the actual and nominal measurement.

Then this yields:

x =
y =
z =
tc =
Ri =

xn + ∆x
yn + ∆y
zn + ∆z
tn,c + ∆tc
Rn,i + ∆Ri

(2.12)

and

Rn,i = f (xn, yn, zn, tn,c) =
√

(xn − six)2 + (yn − siy)2 + (zn − siz)2) + c∆tn,c. (2.13)

By using a first order Taylor expansion we can write equation (2.13) as

Ri = Rn,i + ∆Ri = f (xn, yn, zn, tn,c) +
δf (xn, yn, zn, tn,c)

δxn
∆x +

δf (xn, yn, zn, tn,c)
δyn

∆y+

δf (xn, yn, zn, tn,c)
δzn

∆z +
δf (xn, yn, zn, tn,c)

δtn,c
∆t =

√
(xn − six)2 + (yn − siy)2 + (zn − siz)2)+

ctn,c +
(xn − six)∆x + (yn − siy)∆y + (zn − siz)∆z√

(xn − six)2 + (yn − siy)2 + (zn − siz)2)
+ c∆t. (2.14)
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By substitution from equation 2.13 this yields

∆Ri =
(xn − six)
Rn,i − ctn,c

∆x +
(yn − siy)

Rn,i − ctn,c
∆y +

(zn − siz)
Rn,i − ctn,c

∆z + c∆t. (2.15)

Now consider the matrix

A =


α1x α1y α1z 1
α2x α2y α2z 1
α3x α3y α3z 1
α4x α4y α4z 1

 . (2.16)

Defining

α1x =
(xn − s1x)
Rn,1 − ctn,c

(2.17)

and further on for all four satellites and coordinates, equation (2.15) can be writ-
ten as

A ∗


∆x
∆y
∆z
c∆t

 =


∆R1
∆R2
∆R3
∆R4

⇒

∆x
∆y
∆z
c∆t

 = A−1 ∗


∆R1
∆R2
∆R3
∆R4

 . (2.18)

Algorithm 1 Calculating receiver position
1. Choose a starting point, for example the center of the earth, i.e. xn = 0, yn =

0, zn = 0 and initial receiver clock error, preferably tn,c = 0. This yields
the initial nominal range Rn,i for each satellite i between initial receiver
position and calculated satellite position.

2. Use equation (2.16) through equation (2.18) to calculate the errors in re-
ceiver position and the clock error.

3. Calculate new receiver position with equation (2.12) and check a condition
in the receiver position error. For example if ||∆R||2 < 1 m abort the algo-
rithm, otherwise repeat step 2 with the new receiver position and receiver
clock error.

Figure 2.4 shows a comparison of the calculated GPS position and uBlox output
GPS position for the entire boat run. uBlox is one of the commercial GPS system
that was used. The other one was Javad. The output positions from the Javad
receiver is also shown in the figure.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between calculated GPS position, uBlox output GPS
position and Javad output GPS position

The positions are similar but there are some differences. Looking closer at the
part where the boat turns a lot the differences are clearer.
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As can be seen the calculated positions are very close to the Javad output po-
sitions. However, the uBlox output positions have some strange jumps at some
points. Plotting the difference between calculated height and uBlox output height
with respect to time the behaviour is even more clear.
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Figure 2.6: Difference between calculated height and uBlox output height

There are some large discontinuities at some points. This implies that either the
uBlox output positions are wrong or the calculated output positions are wrong.
As it turns out it is the uBlox output positions that are faulty. This will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 6.

The satellite position at signal emission time is calculated by the GPS receiver
using ephemeris data which the satellite sends in a message included in the signal.
As mentioned before the pseudo range measurement need to be corrected for a
number of errors before used in the algorithm. How to do this correction and
how to calculate satellite positions is described in Appendix A



3
Attitude Determination

If two GPS antennas are used the vector between them gives information about
the attitude. If the baseline is determined in the navigation frame, referring to
Figure 3.1 the attitude is simply

ψ = tan−1
(y
x

)
(3.1)

Here b is the basevector between the antennas and the pair x, y represents the ba-
sevector’s component in the east and north direction respectively. If the basevec-
tor is calculated in body coordinates it needs to be transformed to navigation
frame coordinates before calculating the attitude.

Figure 3.1: Calculating the attitude from the basevector.

The following sections will describe the theory needed for estimating this vector.

15
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3.1 Carrier Phase Measurements

In order to extract the baseline, the relative positions between the antennas need
to be estimated. This is done using carrier phase measurements.

The carrier phase can be divided into two parts, the fractional part of a complete
cycle and a whole number of cycles. The fractional part is measured by the carrier
tracking loop and the whole number of cycles passing by is accounted for. Denot-
ing the fractional part as nCP ,f rac and the whole number of cycles as nCP ,whole the
carrier phase measurement can be written as

nCP = nCP ,whole + nCP ,f rac (3.2)

The signal travelling from the satellite to the receiver is running at a frequency
called L1 which is defined as L1 = 1575.42 MHz.

It is easier to work with ranges instead of number of L1 cycles so usually inte-
grated doppler is used instead which is simply defined as φ := λnCP where φ is
the integrated doppler, λ the carrier wavelength and nCP the carrier phase mea-
surement. It is important to understand that the number nCP is counted since
the system start up. The initial whole number of cycles between receiver and
satellite is unknown. Denoting this ambiguity as N i

A the measurement equation
for integrated doppler as seen in Bejeryd [2007] can be stated as

φiA = r iA + βA − λN i
A + εi + εiA (3.3)

where

• φiA := integrated Doppler for antenna A with respect to satellite i (meters)

• r iA := distance from antenna A to satellite i (meters)

• βA := clock bias for antenna A (meters)

• λ := carrier wavelength (meters)

• N i
A := integer ambiguity between antenna A and satellite i (L1 cycles)

• εi := measurement error specific for satellite i (meters)

• εiA := measurement error specific for antenna A and satellite i (meters)

Referring to Figure 3.2 the integrated doppler at turn on point (t0) will equal
λ times nCP ,f rac. At another time t1 > t0 the integrated doppler will equal λ
times the number of whole wavelengths that has been counted since t0 and the
fractional part of a whole wavelength.
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of integrated Doppler at two separate time in-
stances.

Since the basevector bAB = êi · (r iA − r
i
B) and equation (3.3) describes relations

between the true distance r iA and the carrier phase measurements it is possible
to derive a relationship between the sought basevector, the integrated doppler
measurements and the integer ambiguities.

To be able to estimate the baseline as many errors as possible need to be removed
from the measurement equation. This is done by creating differences between
the measurements. By subtracting two observations from different observers but
to the same satellite the measurement error specific for that satellite can be can-
celled. The single differences are formed as follows

∆φiAB = φiA − φ
i
B

= r iA + βA − λN i
A + εi + εiA − (r iB + βB − λN i

B + εi + εiB) (3.4)

= r iA − r
i
B − (λN i

A − λN
i
B) + (βA − βB) + (εiA − ε

i
B)

= r iA − r
i
B − λ∆N

i
AB + ∆βAB + ∆εiAB.

By subtracting these single differences with respect to two different satellites the
clock bias specific for the two receivers can be cancelled. One error will however
remain which is the measurement error specific for one specific satellite and a
specific antenna. Forming the double differences one receives
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∇∆φijAB = ∆φiAB − ∆φ
j
AB

= r iA − r
i
B − λ∆N

i
AB + ∆βAB + ∆εiAB

− (r jA − r
j
B − λ∆N

j
AB + ∆βAB + ∆ε

j
AB) (3.5)

= r iA − r
i
B − r

j
A + r jB − λ(∆N i

AB − ∆N
j
AB) + ∆εiAB − ∆ε

j
AB

= r iA − r
i
B − r

j
A + r jB − λ∇∆N

ij
AB + ∇∆εijAB.

3.2 Integer Ambiguity Problem

As previously mentioned the basevector between antenna A and antenna B needs
to be calculated in order to be able to estimate the heading. Since the line of
sight vectors and carrier phase measurements are expressed in the earth frame it
is natural to first estimate the basevector in the earth frame and then transform
it to the navigation frame. Denoting the unknown basevector in the e-frame with
bTe and using double differences yields:

(êi)T be − (êj )T be = ((êi)T − (êj )T )be

= r iA − r
i
B − r

j
A + r jB = ∇∆φijAB + λ∇∆N ij

AB − ∇∆ε
ij
AB. (3.6)

It should be noted here that both the baseline vector be and the integer ambiguity
∇∆N ij

AB are unknown. To have a chance to estimate the baseline vector either the
ambiguity must be guessed and searched for with some algorithm, estimated or
found with some combination of those methods.

When using double differences one chooses a reference satellite and compare the
other satellites to that satellite. Since there are three unknowns in the vector be
at least three equations are needed. However in practice at least four equations
are needed in order to be able to create a residual which can be used to eliminate
integer sets that are not correct. Because one satellite always is needed as refer-
ence satellite, four equations demands five different satellites. Using for example
satellite number one as reference equation (3.6) can be used to build a system of
equations 

(ê1)T − (ê2)T

(ê1)T − (ê3)T
...

(ê1)T − (êj )T

 be =


∇∆φ12

AB
∇∆φ13

AB
...

∇∆φ1j
AB

 + λ


∇∆N12

AB
∇∆N13

AB
...

∇∆N1j
AB

 −

∇∆ε12

AB
∇∆ε13

AB
...

∇∆ε1j
AB

 (3.7)

which yields
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be =


(ê1)T − (ê2)T

(ê1)T − (ê3)T
...

(ê1)T − (êj )T


−1 


∇∆φ12

AB
∇∆φ13

AB
...

∇∆φ1j
AB

 + λ


∇∆N12

AB
∇∆N13

AB
...

∇∆N1j
AB

 −

∇∆ε12

AB
∇∆ε13

AB
...

∇∆ε1j
AB


 . (3.8)

3.3 Ambiguity Search Methods

As mentioned the integer ambiguities needs to be resolved. For each equation in
(3.8) an integer ambiguity is introduced. There will only be one set of integers
that is the correct one and when this is found these integers can be held locked.
Then the basevector can easily be calculated continuously with equation (3.8),
which means that the attitude can be calculated continuously. This implies that
it is crucial to find the correct set of integers and theory for doing this will be
described here. First however something needs to be said about disruptions that
can make the integer lock invalid.

3.3.1 Disruptions in Carrier Phase Measurements

There are a number of disruptions that can cause the carrier phase measurements
to be incorrect, the main ones being listed below.

Satellite outage

When the integer set is found each integer in the set is connected to a double dif-
ference between two satellites. If one of those satellites is shrouded or disappear
and then is found again the integer that was locked onto will be invalid. This
is not strange since the receiver will have no idea of how many cycles that were
received during the satellite outage. When the satellite comes in to view again
this will be the same as turning on the receiver again. If one satellite disappear
this theoretically only means that one of the integers are lost and it is sufficient to
search for just this integer. A more difficult problem is if the reference satellite,
which all the double differences was created with respect to disappear. Then all
the integers will be lost and a complete new search must be made.

Cycle slips

It sometimes occurs that the receiver tracking the satellites misses a wavelength
for some reason, often due to noise. This implies that the counter showing the
number of wavelengths since the start of tracking is wrong. This can corrupt the
attitude solution and must be corrected for when detected.

Multipath

It is not uncommon that the incoming wave from a satellite has been reflected on
something before reaching the receiver, especially when navigating in areas with
many of buildings. The error induced from this can equal up to a quarter of a
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wavelength in size, i.e. about 5 cm. Some theory about multipath is described in
Kaplan [1996].

3.3.2 Maximum number of candidates

It is important to have a hint of the maximum number of candidates that arises
when solving the integer ambiguity problem. Figure 3.3 depicts a single differ-
ence doppler measurement and will be used to estimate the maximum number
of candidates.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of a single differentiated measurement.

In Figure 3.3 the integer ambiguity and integrated doppler is clearly illustrated.
Now assuming that the baselength between antenna A and antenna B is 65 cm
there are only three whole wavelengths that can possibly fit between the antennas.
Rotating the basevector for all possible yaw angles all possible values for the
integer ambiguity can be found.

More generally the maximum number of wavelengths that fit between the anten-
nas can be calculated as

Nmax = b ||b||2
λ
c (3.9)

where the bc sign means that the quantity should be rounded downwards. Now,
using single differences as can be seen in Figure 3.3 the total possible integer
values becomes Nsingledif f = 2Nmax + 1. Using double differences these values
increases to Ndoubledif f = 4Nmax + 1. The total amount of candidates using p
different double differences becomes N p

doubledif f = (4Nmax + 1)p. For example,
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using a baselength of 1 m and 4 different doubledifferences the total number of
candidates becomes 214 = 194481. It is evident that it is advantageous to reduce
the search space.

3.3.3 Creating Search Space Based on Float Estimates

Suppose that it is possible to estimate the value of each integer within ±2 units.
Denoting the estimates as n̂ the possible values to for example the first integer
could be denoted

n1 ∈ {bn̂c − 1, bn̂c, bn̂c + 1, bn̂c + 2} (3.10)

Since this would limit each integer to take only 4 values the total number of
candidates using 4 doubledifferences would be 44 = 256 which is a remarkably
smaller search space.

There are more generalized methods basing a search space on float estimates,
for example the LAMBDA method developed by P.J.G Teunissen, see [Teunissen,
2006].

3.3.4 Distinguishing Tests

Baseline length check

The length between the antennas is usually known within a couple of millime-
ters. Many of the candidates will result in a baseline length that will differ from
the real one with much more than that. This makes it possible to eliminate many
of the candidates. As mentioned in Bejeryd [2007] the length check might not re-
move all of the incorrect sets immediately but as the satellite geometry changes it
is reasonable to assume that the faulty ones eventually will be eliminated through
the length check.

Phase residuals

As described in [Bejeryd, 2007] phase residuals can be used to discriminate faulty
integer sets. Using equation (3.7) and reordering it yields

0 = Hbe − λ∇∆N − ∇∆Φ (3.11)

where H is the matrix of differentiated line of sight vectors, be is the basevector
in earth frame, ∇∆N is the integer ambiguities and ∇∆Φ is double difference
integrated doppler measurements.

Introducing the residual as

V = Hbe − λ∇∆N − ∇∆Φ. (3.12)

this will have zero mean for the correct integer set. Therefore equation (3.12) can
be used to discriminate incorrect integer sets. Note that when this equation is
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used it can be tested for different sets, i.e. ∇∆N will be known and unique for
each tested set.

3.3.5 Method for Locking Integers Used in the Thesis

Given that the integers can be estimated with an EKF and that four integers are
used the method used to lock the integers in this thesis is the following. First
a brute force search is done where the distinguishing test is the baseline length
check. This narrows down the possible integers. Then the difference between the
candidates that are left and the float estimates is calculated as

nresidual,i = ncandidate,i − nestimate,i . (3.13)

Finally a requirement is checked as

If (||nresidual,1|| < 0.8|| . . . ||nresidual,4|| < 0.8)

lock integers

else

check next candidate

end.



4
Model and Filtering

In the following chapter the model of the system will be described. First some-
thing is said about the different models that has been tested in the thesis. Then
the required states are described and the equations connecting the states for the
motion model are derived. Finally, the Extended Kalman Filter is described as
well as the concepts of linearization and discretization.

4.1 Different Models

There are different ways to implement a Kalman filter and to describe the states
and the measurements. A decision during this thesis was whether to use IMU
data in a measurement equation as in Thorstenson [2012] or to let the IMU data
be a signal into the predictor. These models will be called model 1 and model
2 respectively. In this thesis model 2 was used and this will be motivated in
Chapter 5.

Another decision was whether to use an error model which describes the dynam-
ics of the error of the states, as in Rönnbäck [2000] and Neu [2004] or to use a
model that describe the actual state. Since the previous work was done with the
latter method and because it is less abstract this method was used, i.e. the states
describes the actual state and not the errors of the state.

4.2 Process Model

The quantities searched for in this thesis is mainly body position and yaw, hence
these states are natural to include. To be able to describe the position however

23
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also the body speed need to be known. Body speed is also needed to be able to
use IMU measurements.

Now, the body speed is natural to describe in its own coordinate system, i.e.
vx, vy , vz but the body position can not be described in its own coordinate sys-
tem since that position will be 0 at all times. The natural way to describe the
body position is in a earth fix reference frame with some coordinate system; here
the WGS84 coordinate system has been chosen as defined in Section 2.1.

In order to be able to connect the states describing body velocity with body po-
sition the Euler angles will be needed. Hence these states will be needed in the
state vector. Below the state vector is defined

x =
[
L λ z φ θ ψ vx vy vz

]T
. (4.1)

where L is the latitude, λ the longitude, z height over Earth surface all in WGS84
coordinates and in relation to the earth frame. The Euler angles φ, θ and ψ are
the angles that describes the rotation between the body frame and the navigation
frame and vx, vy , vz are the velocities in the body frame.

The purpose of the motion model is to make it possible to predict the values of
the states in the future. Given the states initial values x(t0) at time t0 the motion
model should be able to predict the states x(t) at a time t where t > t0. To make
that possible the time derivatives of all the states need to be known. Below will
follow the derivation of these derivatives.

4.2.1 Derivatives of Latitude, Longitude and Height

In this section the expression used for the derivatives of latitude, longitude and
height as seen in Thorstenson [2012] will be derived.

The time derivative of L i.e L̇ must be equal to the angular change rate of the
latitude. Referring to Figure 2.1 it is clear that this change must equal the speed
to the north VN divided by the distance from the origin of the earth to the body,
i.e. the sum of the radius of the earth at that point, R(L) and the height of the
body over the earth’s surface:

L̇ =
VN

R(L) + z
. (4.2)

Similar reasoning yields for the change in latitude:

λ̇ =
VE

(R(L) + h) cos(L)
. (4.3)
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and for the change in height over the earth’s surface:

ż = −VD . (4.4)

4.2.2 Derivatives of the Euler Angles

Defining rotation rates and accelerations in the body system as ωx, ωy , ωz and
ax, ay , az we can describe a relation connecting the rotation rates of the body with
the Euler angles derivatives. This relation becomes

ωxωy
ωz

 =

φ̇0
0

 + CTφ ·

0
θ̇
0

 + CTφ ·CTθ ·

0
0
ψ̇

 . (4.5)

Using equation (2.5) and equation (2.4) yields

ωxωy
ωz

 =

 φ̇ − sin θψ̇
θ̇ cosφ + ψ̇ sinφ cos θ
−θ̇ sinφ + ψ̇ cosφ cos θ

 . (4.6)

Solving for ψ̇, θ̇, φ̇ yields:

φ̇θ̇
ψ̇

 =


(ωy sinφ + ωz cosφ) tan θ + ωx

ωy cosφ − ωz sinφ
(ωy sinφ + ωz cosφ)/ cos θ

 . (4.7)

4.2.3 Derivatives of True Body Velocities

Finally the derivatives of the true body velocities v̇x, v̇y , v̇z need to be derived.

To do this Euler’s axiom has to be used. Consider a vector r̄ which is represented
in two different coordinate systems, one fixed and one that is rotating relative
to the fixed one. Let the fixed coordinate system be denoted XYZ and the mov-
ing coordinate system be denoted xyz. In addition let the angle velocity vector
describing xyz:s rotation relative XYZ be denoted Ω̄. Then Euler’s axiom says
that

˙̄r =
(
dr̄
dt

)
XYZ

=
(
dr̄
dt

)
xyz

+ Ω̄× r̄ . (4.8)

This gives a way to relating a derivative of a vector in one coordinate system to
that vectors derivative in another coordinate system given that the coordinate
systems are rotating relative each other. Much of the following derivation has
been taken from Jonson [2001].
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Now, consider a body on the surface of earth and let the vector from the origin
to the body be denoted r̄I in the inertial reference frame and r̄E in the earth fixed
frame respectively. Equation (4.8) yields:

v̄I = ˙̄rI =
(
dr̄
dt

)
I

=
(
dr̄
dt

)
E

+ Ω̄E × r̄E . (4.9)

Denoting ˙̄rE =
(
dr̄
dt

)
E

yields

v̄I = ˙̄rE + Ω̄E × r̄E . (4.10)

Here Ω̄E is the rotation of the earth relative the inertial reference frame. Doing
the process again the body’s acceleration in inertial reference frame can be related
to the acceleration in the earth fixed frame.

āI = ˙̄vI =
(
dv̄I
dt

)
I

=
(
dv̄I
dt

)
E

+ Ω̄E × v̄I = equation (4.10)

=
d
dt

(
˙̄rE + Ω̄E × r̄E

)
E

+ Ω̄E ×
(

˙̄rE + Ω̄E × r̄E
)
E

(4.11)

= ¨̄rE + ˙̄ΩE × r̄E + Ω̄E × ˙̄rE + Ω̄E × ˙̄rE + Ω̄E × Ω̄E × r̄E
= ¨̄rE + ˙̄ΩE × r̄E + 2Ω̄E × ˙̄rE + Ω̄E × Ω̄E × r̄E .

Solving for ¨̄rE and adding a coordinate system (e) yields:

¨̄reE = āeI −
˙̄Ωe
E × r̄

e
E − 2Ω̄e

E × ˙̄reE − Ω̄
e
E × Ω̄

e
E × r̄

e
E . (4.12)

It should be stressed here that the superscript just denotes the chosen coordinate
system and the subscript denotes what the quantity relates to. Introducing the
quantity v̄nN as

˙̄reE = Cenv̄
n
N (4.13)

and differentiating the left hand side with respect to time yields:

¨̄reE =
d
dt

(
Cenv̄

n
N
)
E = Cen ·

(
dv̄nN
dt

)
E

= Cen ·
((
dv̄nN
dt

)
N

+ ω̄nen × v̄nN

)
= Cen ·

( ˙̄vnN + ω̄nen × v̄nN
)
.

(4.14)

Note that the transformation matrix Cen is a function of L, λ and z.
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Using equation (4.13) and the fact that in this application Ω̄e
E corresponds to the

earth rotation which has the property ˙̄Ωe
E ≈ 0 equation (4.12) can be written as

¨̄reE = āeI − 2Ω̄e
E × C

e
n · v̄nN − Ω̄

e
E × Ω̄

e
E × r̄

e
E =

= āeI − 2 ·Cen
(
Ω̄n
E × v̄

n
N

)
− Ω̄e

E × Ω̄
e
E × r̄

e
E . (4.15)

Using equation (4.19) and equation (4.15) to eliminate ¨̄reE and solving for ˙̄vnN gives

˙̄vnN = Cne ·
(
āeI − 2 ·Cen

(
Ω̄n
E × v̄

n
N

)
− Ω̄e

E × Ω̄
e
E × r̄

e
E

)
− ω̄nen × v̄nN

= ānI − 2Ω̄n
E × v̄

n
N − Ω̄

n
E × Ω̄

n
E × r̄

n
E − ω̄

n
en × v̄nN

= ānI −
(
2Ω̄n

E + ω̄nen
)
× v̄nN − Ω̄

n
E × Ω̄

n
E × r̄

n
E . (4.16)

Now the term ānI which is the acceleration vector in navigation coordinates with
respect to the inertial system can be written as ānI = ānm,I + ḡnN where the first term
is the acceleration measured by the IMU and the second term is the gravitation
vector in navigation coordinates with respect to the navigation frame. This yields

˙̄vnN = ānm,I + ḡnN −
(
2Ω̄n

E + ω̄nen
)
× v̄nN − Ω̄

n
ExΩ̄

n
E × r̄

n
E . (4.17)

Finally letting the vector ḡn = ḡnN − Ω̄
n
E × Ω̄

n
E × r̄

n
E we have

˙̄vnN = ānm,I + ḡn −
(
2 · Ω̄n

E + ω̄nen
)
× v̄nN . (4.18)

We now almost have the tools to express the wanted quantity ˙̄vbB. Since we have
v̄nN = Cnb v̄

b
B differentiating left hand side gives

˙̄vnN =
d
dt

(
Cnb v̄

b
B

)
N

= Cnb

dv̄bBdt

N

= Cnb

((
dv̄b
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)
B

+ ω̄bnb × v̄
n
N

)
= Cnb

(
˙̄vbB + ω̄bnb × v̄

b
N

)
= /ω̄bnb = ω̄bm − Ω̄b

E − ω̄
b
en/

= Cnb
(

˙̄vbB +
(
ω̄bm − Ω̄b

E − ω̄
b
en

)
× v̄bN

)
⇒

⇒ ˙̄vbB = Cbn ˙̄vnN −
(
ω̄bm − Ω̄b

E − ω̄
b
en

)
× v̄bN = equation (4.18)

= Cbn
(
ānm,I + ḡn −

(
2Ω̄n

E + ω̄nen
)
× v̄nN

)
−
(
ω̄bm − Ω̄b

E − ω̄
b
en

)
× v̄bN

= ābm,I + ḡb −
(
2Ω̄b

E + ω̄ben
)
× v̄bN −

(
ω̄bm − Ω̄b

E − ω̄
b
en

)
× v̄bN

= ābm,I + ḡb −
(
Ω̄b
E + ω̄bm

)
× v̄bN . (4.19)
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4.2.4 Float Integer States

As mentioned in chapter 3 the search space can be based on float estimates of the
integers. One way to estimate these are to include them as states in the EKF and
have some measurement equation that connects them to the others. However, if
including them as states they also need to be included in the process model and
therefore an expression for their time derivative is needed (as with all the other
states). Since there is no knowledge of how these states changes with time they
are modelled as

ṅ = w (4.20)

where n is an estimate of an integer and w is white noise. The white noise will
become important when tuning the filter.

4.2.5 Clock Error States

The clock error state is modelled as

ṫc = w (4.21)

where tc is the clock error and w is white noise.

4.2.6 IMU Bias States

The IMU provides data of accelerations and rotation rates. More specific the IMU
does not measure accelerations or rotations rates but the specific force, which
can be seen as the force needed to keep a test mass stay within the IMU, perfectly
aligned. The IMU used here suffers from both having a scaling error and a bias
compared to the real accelerations and rotation rates. However the bias seem
to be the most significant of them. Therefore the model below is not including
scaling factors. Since it is hard to know how the bias error evolve it is convenient
to use separate states that estimate that error.

A model of the IMU acceleration measurement can be written as

abI,m = f bI + b + e (4.22)

where abI,m is the measured acceleration in body coordinates relative the inertial
frame, f bI is the specific force in body coordinates relative the inertial frame, b
the bias and e the measurement noise.

Likewise a model of the IMU angular velocity measurement can be written as

ωbI,m = ωbI + B + e (4.23)
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where ωbI,m is the measured acceleration in body coordinates relative the inertial
frame, ωbI is the true angular velocity in body coordinates relative the inertial
frame, b the bias and e the measurement noise.

Adding states for bias gives the full measurement and process model.

Process model

Below is the full process model used for the filtering

ẋ =
d
dt



L
λ
z
φ
θ
ψ
vx
vy
vz
bωx
bωy
bωz
bax
bay
baz
n1
n2
n3
n4
tc



=



vN /(R0 + z)
vE/(cos L · (R0 + z))

−vD
(ωy sinφ + ωz cosφ) tan θ + ωx + bωx ,t

ωy cosφ − ωz sinφ + bωy
ωy sinφ + ωz cosφ)/ cos θ + bωz

∗

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0



+



0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8
w9
w10
w11


(4.24)

where

∗ = Cbn

00
g

 −

ωxωy
ωz

 +


bωx
bωy
bωz


 ×

vxvy
vz

 +

axay
az

 +


bax
bay
baz .

 (4.25)

As can be seen the derivatives of the IMU bias states, the float numbers and the
clock error is modelled as being zero but with some white noise w. This process
noise will be described later in this chapter.

Also note that ωx, ωy , ωz , ax, ay , az are IMU measurements but are used directly
in equation (4.24) and (4.25). This can be seen as that the IMU data is driving the
predictions.
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Measurement model

Given the filter for model 2 where IMU data is driving the predictions there is
only three different measurement equations that will be used. First is the mea-
surement equation for the GPS measurements which is simply described by

yGP S =

yLyλ
yz

 =

Lλ
z

 + e. (4.26)

Next is the measurement equation for pseudo range measurements. Referring to
(2.11) this becomes

ypseudo =


ρsat1
ρsat2
ρsat3
ρsat4

 =


||CECEFWGS84(L, λ, z) − (x, y, z)sat1,ECEF || + ctc
||CECEFWGS84(L, λ, z) − (x, y, z)sat2,ECEF || + ctc
||CECEFWGS84(L, λ, z) − (x, y, z)sat3,ECEF || + ctc
||CECEFWGS84(L, λ, z) − (x, y, z)sat4,ECEF || + ctc

 + e. (4.27)

Finally is the equation that describes the double difference Doppler measure-
ments which by reordering equation 3.8, becomes


∇∆φ12

AB
∇∆φ13

AB
...

∇∆φ1j
AB

 = be


(ê1)T − (ê2)T

(ê1)T − (ê3)T
...

(ê1)T − (êj )T


−1 λ


∇∆N12

AB
∇∆N13

AB
...

∇∆N1j
AB

 −

∇∆ε12

AB
∇∆ε13

AB
...

∇∆ε1j
AB


 . (4.28)

4.3 The Extended Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter was originally derived in Kalman [1960] and is described in
Algorithm 2.

The Kalman filter above requires the model to be linear, however this is not the
case for our model and a linearization must be made. Given the non-linear func-
tion f (x) this function can be linearized using a Taylor expansion

f (x) = f (x̂) + f ′(x̂)(x − x̂) +
1
2

(x − x̂)T f ′′(ε)(x − x̂) (4.32)

where x̂ is the linearization point, f ′ is the Jacobian, f ′′ is the Hessian and ε is
a value in the vicinity of x̂. In Eq (4.32) terms of order 3 and higher have been
omitted.

There are different filters to choose between, among others, the Extended Kalman
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Algorithm 2 The Kalman filter
1. Initialize

x̂1|0 = E(x0), (4.29a)

P1|0 = Cov(x0). (4.29b)
2. Predict

x̂k+1|k = Fk x̂k|k + Gu,kuk , (4.30a)

Pk+1|k = FkPk|kF
T
k + Gv,kQkG

T
v,k . (4.30b)

3. Update
Kk = Pk+1|kH

T
k+1(Hk+1Pk+1|kH

T
k+1 + Rk+1)−1, (4.31a)

x̂k+1|k+1 = x̂k+1|k + Kk(yk+1 − Hk+1x̂k+1|k − Dk+1uk+1), (4.31b)

Pk+1|k+1 = Pk+1|k − KkHk+1Pk+1|k . (4.31c)
4. k := k + 1, repeat from step 2.

Filter (EKF), the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), the Particle Filter (PF) and the
Point Mass Filter (PMF). When it comes to locking the integers for IAP some
work has been done using a particle filter for this in Hwang and Speyer [2011].
The particle filter has advantages in that it can handle multi-modal distributions,
which the EKF can not. However no new information is added to the filter used in
Hwang and Speyer [2011]. The method is still to let the integers be float numbers
and to draw the particles from position space. Since the difficult non-linearity of
the problem is not the motion model of the system but the fact that the integers
have to be integers a decision was made that the EKF could be used just as well
given the problem of estimating the float solutions. In navigation applications
the EKF has been the standard choice that often gives enough accuracy (Crassidis
et al. [2007]). Compared to the UKF and PMF the EKF has lower computational
cost and is less demanding (Gustafsson [2010]).

Since a computer works with discrete samples the linearized model also has to be
discretized. A discrete state-space model can be written as

xk+1 = Fxk + Guk (4.33)

yk = Hxk + Juk (4.34)

where the matrices F, G, H and J are computed from the continous state-space
model matrices as

F = eAT (4.35)

G =

T∫
0

eAT dτB (4.36)
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H = C (4.37)

J = D (4.38)

Here T is the sampling time, or the time between two EKF predictions. The
Jacobian J can be calculated symbolically but in this thesis a numerical Jacobian
is used. The matrix exponential is defined by the Taylor expansion

eAT = I + AT + A2 T
2

2!
+ A3 T

3

3!
. . . (4.39)

which yields

F = I + AT + A2 T
2

2!
+ A3 T

3

3!
. . . (4.40)

G = (IT + A
T 2

2!
+ A2 T

3

3!
. . .)B. (4.41)

4.4 Initial State and Tuning Matrices

Using the EKF defined in Section 4.3 there are four matrices that are of impor-
tance for the performance of the EKF. These will be described here for a model
with n states.

The initial state matrix x̂1|0

This n × 1 matrix defines the initial state of the system. It is important that the
assigned values are close enough to the real values of the states.

The initial covariance matrix P1|0

This n × n matrix is describing the initial covariance of the states, and can be
thought of as a matrix defining how much we trust the initial values of the states.
If one for example has little knowledge of the initial value of the velocity it is good
to have a high value on that states diagonal element in this matrix. This decreases
the risk of the filter diverging. Usually this matrix is defined with zeros in the
off-diagonal elements, i.e., the cross covariance between the states is set to zero.

The model uncertainty matrix Q

Some states are modelled as having a derivative that equals zero but with some
Gaussian noise added. This matrix defines how large this noise should be. For
example, the derivative of the integer estimates are set to zero. However we know
that the derivative of the true integers are most likely not zero. Having a non-zero
element in the Q-matrix allows the integers to have a non-zero derivative, whose
magnitude depends on how high the noise is. The effect of this matrix will be
shown later in the results section.
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The measurement uncertainty matrix R

Using real data the measurements will always contain noise, and usually sim-
ulated data has some noise added in order to mimic real measurements. This
matrix determines how much we trust our measurements. If, for example, a mea-
surement of a corrected pseudo range is very noisy that measurements noise in
the R matrix should be set quite high. This states that we should not trust that
measurement very much.

As can be seen there are a lot of tuning possibilities with an EKF. This is usually
an advantage but it can also be hard to see the consequences of the tuning when
having many states.





5
Results

In this chapter the relevant results for the thesis is presented, both for simulated
and real data.

5.1 Simulated Data

The advantage with simulated data is that ideal data can be created and the
amount of noise on the data can be controlled. This makes it easier to evaluate if
the filters works as intended.

5.1.1 Position Estimation

Given the simulated pseudo range measurements two filters run at the same time
as in Figure A.3. The filter using only GPS and IMU data will be referred to as
the IMU filter and the filter using pseudorange and IMU data will be referred to
as the Pseudo range filter.

In this simulation ideal IMU data was used. To further keep things simple each
type of measurement was incoming at the same time, i.e. the pseudo range mea-
surements and IMU data were simulated with the same frequency, in this case 1
Hz. The total time for the simulated run is 350 seconds and after 150 seconds the
GPS is turned off and zero, one, two and three pseudo range measurements as
well. The choice to use ideal IMU data might seem strange but integrating noisy
measurements twice for 200 seconds will make it hard to actually see how the
position estimation is developing.

35
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Figure 5.1: Plot of position estimation for the IMU filter and the Pseudo
range filter.
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Figure 5.2: Plot of absolute error of position estimation for the IMU filter
and the Pseudo range filter.
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As can be seen the position estimation becomes better for each additional pseudo
range measurement used. One might think it is strange that the position using
only dead reckoning drifts away from the reference when using ideal IMU data.
However there are truncation errors and furthermore the linearization is only
good close to the linearization point. When integrating twice for 200 seconds
there will be a drift.

It is interesting to see how the EKF estimates the clock error. In the simulated
data this was set to 0.3 seconds. Figure 5.3 shows the EKF estimate.
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Figure 5.3: Clock error estimate from EKF.

As can be seen the EKF is very quickly estimating a very exact clock error, and
also becomes very certain of its value (looking at the sigma values). This also
indicates that the process noise for the clock error is small.
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5.1.2 Integer Locking

Integer locking was evaluated on a data set where simulated IMU data with some
noise, GPS positions and integrated doppler data with noise were stored. The
noise added to the integrated doppler data was Gaussian with variance of 1 and
expectation value 0. For this data set four integer states were implemented and
the float solution is plotted in figure 5.5. As can be seen it is indeed possible
for the EKF to estimate the integers for the data. In this dataset the integers are
initialized to 0 but with quite high uncertainty on the initial state. Also, a counter
was implemented which restricted the IAP to only output a yaw angle based on
the locked integers after these had been locked for 50 samples. This was done to
illustrate what happens with the integers and the yaw estimate when the integer
lock is affecting the measurement update. Since the lock for this low-noise data
occurs very fast it would otherwise be hard to see any difference since the yaw
estimate would not have diverged much from the true yaw before the integer
lock affects the measurement update. In the following figures the filter that runs
only on GPS and IMU data are referred to the IMU filter and the filter that also
uses integrated doppler data and locks the integers are referred to as the Integer
locking filter.
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Figure 5.4: Plot of yaw estimate for the Integer locking filter and the IMU
filter.
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Figure 5.5: Estimates of values of integer n1-n4.

It is interesting to examine how the Q-matrix affects the estimates of the integers.
Looking at equation 4.28 one can notice that the right hand side is a function
of the basevector and the integer estimates. Since the basevector in the earth
frame is dependent on Cnb which is a function of the Euler angles and Cen which
is a function of position the right hand side is actually dependent on the integer
estimates, the Euler angles and the position. For Figures 5.4 and 5.5 a relatively
high initial noise on the integers have been chosen, i.e. the diagonal elements of
the matrix P1|0 are set high. In this particular example those elements where set
to 10. This is quite high considering that the integers are initiated to be 0 and we
know that they should be in the interval -10 to 10 (doubledifferences). The high
initial noise means that the initial values of the integers can not be trusted much.
This makes the estimate of them move significantly in the first update. Further it
is said that the prediction model of the integers, i.e., that their derivative should
be zero is very trustworthy. This is realized with a low process noise which for
this simulation where set to
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Qinteger =


0.0001 0 0 0

0 0.0001 0 0
0 0 0.0001 0
0 0 0 0.0001

 . (5.1)

This makes the integers stay quite close to the value estimated after the first up-
date. What is important is that the EKF filter will move all states to make equa-
tion (4.28) resolve. One might think that having data with low noise would make
the estimates of the integers to be exact at all times but since the EKF filter only
knows that the integrated doppler measurements change because of the yaw ro-
tation it can just as well move the yaw state or the integer states, as long as the
equation resolves. Here the tuning of the matrices becomes important. Looking
at the yaw and the integer estimates if for example setting the process noise on
the integer model to

Qinteger =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (5.2)

the result is different as in Figure 5.6 and 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: Plot of yaw estimate for integerlocking filter and imu filter.
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Figure 5.7: Estimates of values of integer n1-n4.

In these figures it becomes clear how the higher process noise affects the integer
estimates. First one can notice that the filter is not as certain as before on the
estimates. Second it is clear that since the filter is allowed to move the integers
more it will move the yaw estimate in another way which makes the yaw diverge
more from the true yaw before the lock is actualized. Finally it is interesting to
see what happens with the integer estimates when the lock is actualized, i.e., the
calculated yaw from IAP is used in the measurement update and not just the pre-
vious estimate of the yaw. The filter is designed so that the estimate of the integer
states wont be set to some definite value when the integer are locked. Instead
they are kept as floating states, but as can be seen in the plots the estimates of
the integers converge quite rapidly to the true integer when the integer lock is
actualized.

5.2 Real data

This section presents the relevant results that has been achieved with real data.
First the measurement hardware will be presented briefly.
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5.2.1 Measurement Hardware

All the real data was collected with a boat year 2010. The boat was rigged with
two ublox GPS receivers and a Microstrain IMU, which were placed between the
two antennas. Placed close to the IMU was a high performance inertial navigation
system (INS) called H423, which was used as reference for the attitude.

5.2.2 Choice of Model

As mentioned in section 4.1 model 2 was chosen. Both models worked well for
the yaw estimation but model 2 worked better on the position estimation. Below
is shown a plot of the position estimate for the first GPS and GPSAD outage which
occurs between t = 490 s and t = 540 s for the two different models.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the two models.

As can be seen in the figure model 1 is drifting away from the true position very
fast. It is possible that model 1 can perform just as well as model 2 but since there
is more tuning parameters it is harder to tune it. The extra tuning parameters
give more options which can be good in some cases but for this data set it seems
very difficult to tune the filter to perform as well as the filter running on model
2.
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5.2.3 Results from the Test Run

Using model 2 on real data a test was made for comparison between positioning
with pseudo range measurements and positioning with already calculated GPS
positions. By running two filters at the same time it was possible to compare the
results. One filter is the ordinary one that takes already calculated GPS positions
together with IMU and GPSAD measurements. This filter will be referred to as
the GPS filter. The other filter takes pseudo range measurements together with
IMU and GPSAD measurements. This filter will be referred to as the Pseudorange
filter. During the run there are two outages. The first is between t = 490s and
t = 540s and the second are for t > 1260s. During the outages the GPS is turned
off and zero, one, two and three pseudo range measurements are turned off as
well. Figure 5.9 shows the position estimates for the first outage.
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Figure 5.9: Position estimates for the first outage.

As can be seen the position drifts away during the 40 second test, however it is
clear that using pseudo range information benefits the positioning even with as
little as one pseudo range measurement, even though the improvement for only
one pseudorange is small. Figure 5.10 shows the position errors.
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Figure 5.10: Root mean square errors for first outage.

The pseudo filter performs almost equally as the IMU filter when having only one
pseudo range measurement, but with two or more pseudoranges the performance
is much better. Figure 5.11 and 5.12 shows the position estimates and errors for
the second outage.
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Figure 5.11: Position estimates for the second outage
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Figure 5.12: Root mean square for the second outage

As can be seen the position estimate drifts away far after a while. However, with
this type of IMU and an outage of 140 s this is not odd. One can also note that
for this second outage the position error using only one pseudorange is actually
larger than using none at all. This might seem strange but one has to remember
that it is a long outage and a lot of the information from the pseudo range mea-
surement might be used to determine the clock error. Using two pseudo range
measurements the error is a little smaller and using three or four pseudo range
measurements the error is significantly smaller.

It is interesting to see if the pseudo range information can improve the attitude
estimation as well. In Figure 5.13 and 5.14 the yaw and the error of the yaw
compared to the INS is plotted for the first outage.
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Figure 5.13: Yaw estimate during the first outage for the different configura-
tions.
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Figure 5.14: Yaw error during the first outage for the different configura-
tions.

It is clear that the IMU is estimating the yaw well for the 50 s long first outage.
The estimate drifts away about 1 degree which is good for this type of IMU. It
is also interesting to see the help that comes from the GPSAD. At 540 s when
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the GPSAD comes back the error start to decrease. The difference between the
number of pseudo ranges used is very small. The result is actually a little worse
for four used pseudo ranges than for one. However no conclusions can really be
drawn from a difference of errors of the size of 0.2 degrees. Looking at the yaw
and yaw error for the second outage the result is similar.
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Figure 5.15: Yaw estimate during the second outage for the different config-
urations.
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Figure 5.16: Yaw error during the second outage for the different configura-
tions.
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During this longer outage the yaw estimate actually becomes better when using
more pseudo ranges.

Generally the filter estimates the yaw well. An error of about 3 deg after a GPS
and GPSAD outage of 140 s is good.



6
Conclusions

A number of filters have been evaluated during the thesis. It has been shown that
using pseudo range data enhances position estimation, both for simulated and
real data. This means that the solution to the first problem as stated in Chapter 1
has been successful.

A lot of work has been laid into the process of using ephemeris to calculate satel-
lite positions, receiver position and corrected pseudo range measurements and it
is relieving that the filter is working also for real data.

For the real data it has also been shown that the pseudo range filtering can im-
prove the yaw estimation. Even though the effect is small it is still notable, at
least when the GPS and GPSAD outage is long.

For simulated data it has been concluded that the integer ambiguities can be
estimated as float numbers. An algorithm that locks the integers have been im-
plemented and is working for simulated data. This means that the solution to the
second problem as stated in Chapter 1 has been successful for simulated data but
more work needs to be done to make it work for real data.

During the final thesis work there has been some immense trouble with the real
data. The IMU is quite noisy which makes filtering difficult. It was possible to
achieve results for real data on the positioning problem while for the integer lock-
ing problem results only were achieved on simulated data. The integer locking
problem is indeed a more difficult one. However, the principle of locking by us-
ing float estimates of the integers seem to work. The reasons why it is not working
with real data are many, where one of the more significant is that the IMU is very
noisy. It is reasonable that if the IMU is too noisy the EKF will fail at estimating
the states well enough and the float estimates of the integers will simply be too
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bad to be worth using. If the Euler angle estimates are too bad the transforma-
tion matrix from navigation frame to body frame will be too inaccurate and the
estimates of the integers will be bad.

Furthermore the GPS data from the uBlox receiver have significant errors. The
magnitude of these errors can be shown with a plot of the output height over sea
level according to the uBlox receiver which is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Height over sea level for the entire boat test run.

Now, since the run is performed on a lake it is indeed reasonable to believe that
the height over sea level would be fairly constant. However, the uBlox output GPS
positions have some large discontinuous jumps. For example at around t = 1120s
the output height goes from 41m to −21m in about a second. Therefore it is
reasonable to believe that it is the uBlox output position that is incorrect at these
time epochs. Jumps like these are very bad for an EKF and can make it diverge.
Looking at the calculated GPS positions which are the ones that have been used in
the GPS filter the output height is less discontinuous but still holds some abrupt
changes.

Unfortunately this behaviour was discovered late so tweaks that could go around
it has not been implemented. Looking back it would have been good to analyse
the data more thorough at the beginning but it is always easier to see things like
this with the result in hand.
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6.1 Future Work

There is much left to do to implement a carrier phase filter working for real data.
The current filter that uses simulated data is not storing different candidates that
can be evaluated for the next time epoch, but is only locking a integer set accord-
ing to Section 3.3.5. This implies that a new search is done each time the IAP is
running. Even though this works for simulated data it is not sufficient for real
data. Another problem is that the used measurements are stored in a measure-
ment matrix that is predefined before the simulation starts. This creates limita-
tions in the sense that if for example five satellites are used and there suddenly
is possible to use six satellites the filter can not handle this extra information. A
scheme for an EKF that could handle more information is given in Figure 6.2.

An interesting approach to the IAP is filter banks. The idea of the method is to
use one EKF for each promising candidate. If using double difference measure-
ments the potential number of candidates for a baseline of 1 meter is around
194000. It speaks for itself that this would be an immense computational load.
194000 EKF’s running at the same time would be very hard to handle even for a
computer with extremely high performance. However by first select promising
candidates using distinguishing tests the number of candidates could be reduced
before the EKF:s are used. Consider that the number of possible candidates have
been reduced to 100 candidates. This would imply that for each candidate an
EKF is initiated with that candidates unique integer combination. Since the EKF
will use IMU data it will probably not take long before the correct candidate can
be distinguished. The difficult part of this approach is probably to implement it.
Most likely a lot of special cases need to be treated. For example an algorithm
that determines what to do if one satellite is lost is needed. If each EKF take
the integers as constant parameters it has to be stopped if one carrier phase mea-
surement cease to exist. An approach like this would be very hard to implement
in Simulink and most likely it has to be implemented using only functions and
scripts.
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A
Implementation Details

During the thesis it was desired to use MatLab as much as possible. However
some of the data used had to be parsed from a binary format to a suitable matrix
containing data. This part has taken some time into account and this chapter both
treats the process of preparing the data and the implementation of the filters.

A.1 Simulated Data

In order to be able to test the system under ideal circumstances where the truth
is known it has been essential to create simulated data. This has been done using
a workbench created by Franz Hofmann at SBD. Some modifications has been
made in order to create all the needed data but the workbench is essentially the
same. In this workbench a fictive mass point, representing for example a boat
is created. This mass point is then moved around in the navigation frame while
fictive pseudo range measurements, IMU measurements and integrated doppler
measurements are created.

The workbench is simulating satellite trajectories given a real ephemeris so all
the satellite positions is known in the ECEF frame. The way the pseudo range
measurements and integrated doppler measurements was created is described in
the sections below.

A.1.1 Creation of Pseudoranges

In the workbench the true range is calculated by norming the vector from the
receiver to the satellite at a given time. For the simulation data this is done for
four different satellites. By adding a factor c · tc to each range the measurement
goes from being a simulated range measurement to a simulated pseudo range
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measurement. To mimic the behaviour of the real data a white Gaussian noise is
also added to the simulated pseudo range measurement.

A.1.2 Creation of Integrated Doppler Simulated Values

The problems of navigating with pseudo range measurements and solving IAP
for yaw estimation are solved separately. To create the integrated doppler the
true range with some noise is used and not the pseudo range. At the first time
instance the following calculation is made:

niA = b
r iA
L1
cc (A.1)

where r iA is the true range between antenna A and satellite i, c the speed of light
and L1 is the carrier frequency.

This will be the reference integer which the filter estimate of the integer should
converge to. The integrated doppler is then created for the following time in-
stances as

φidoppler,A(t) = r iA(t) − λnwhole + e (A.2)

where e ∼ N (0, 1).

A.1.3 Parsing and Sorting of Data

The relevant data has to be gathered in a suitable format for use in MatLab. For
this thesis it was chosen to put all the data in a large matrix where the rows are
sorted after the data time stamp and the columns are containing different type
of data. Since the data is recorded at different sampling rates some sort of flag
was needed that told which data that was considered in that row. The following
figure shows how the data in the matrix is sorted.

GPS  

3 col

GPS valid

flag, 1 col

GPSAD 

angles, 3 col.

GPSAD valid

flag, 1 col

IMU meas.

6 col

IMU valid

flag,1 col
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- || -- || - - || - - || - - || - - || -

- || -

- || -

- || -

- || -

- || -

- || -

- || -

- || -

Figure A.1: An example of how measurement data is stored.

Some of the data also needed to be parsed and the following picture shows the
process going from initial data to the matrix shown in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.2: Parsing and sorting process.

A.2 Implementation

Much of the implementation for the different filters have been built upon the
implementation used in Thorstenson [2012]. The full code will not be presented
here but the structure of the Simulink block comparing the Gps input filter to the
pseudo measurement filter is shown. Figure A.3 depicts the structure.

Measurements

Initialize
Predict

if valid_gps = 1

if valid_gpsad = 1

Update_gps

Update_gpsad

Initialize

Predict

if valid_pseudo = 1

if valid_gpsad = 1

Update_pseudo

Update_gpsad

Simulation out

Simulation out

EKF GPS

EKF PSEUDO

Figure A.3: Structure for the Pseudorange filter and the IMU filter

As can be seen in the figure two filters are running at the same time. One is
using GPS, GPSAD and IMU data and the other one is using GPSAD, IMU and
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pseudo range measurement data. Both filters are initialized with some initial
conditions for the states at k = 0. At k > 0 both filters are doing predictions and
updates and it is x̂k+1|k+1 and Pk+1|k+1 that is the output estimates of the states
and their variances at time k + 1. Both filters are using model 2, i.e. the IMU is
driving the filter. The IMU data is stored in the measurement matrix as shown in
Figure A.1 but is bypassed directly in to the predictor. The program is reading the
measurement matrix row by row and for each row with IMU data there will be
a prediction. It might seem dangerous to only do predictions when having IMU
data since the GPS and GPSAD measurements might yield measurement updates
that are unsynchronized with the predictions but the IMU is running about 60
times faster that the other updates so the predictions will be accurate enough.



B
Calculation of Satellite Position and

Correction of Pseudoranges

The satellite positions are predicted using ephemeris parameters. The ephemeris
is a message containing a number of parameters which describes the satellites
predicted elliptical trajectory. The parameters can be divided into two groups;
parameters that are general for all satellites and parameters that are individual
to each satellite.

Name Description
toe Reference time of ephemeris√
a Square root of semi-major orbit axis

e Orbit eccentricity
M0 Mean anomaly at reference time
ω0 Argument of perigee
i0 Inclination angle at reference time
δi
δt Inclination change rate
Ω0 Orbit right ascension
Ω̇0 Right ascension change rate
∆n Mean motion difference from computed value
Cus Sine harmonic correction term, latitude
Cuc Cosine harmonic correction term, latitude
Crs Sine harmonic correction term to the orbit radius
Crc Cosine harmonic correction term to the orbit radius
Cis Sine harmonic correction term to the angle of inclination
Cic Cosine harmonic correction term to the angle of inclination
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The algorithm below is the one used in [NATO].

A = (
√
A)2 (B.1)

n0 =

√
µ

A3 , µ = 3.986005 × 1014metres
3

sec2 (B.2)

tk = t − toe (B.3)

n = n0 + ∆n (B.4)

Mk = M0 + ntk (B.5)

Mk = Ek − e sin Ek (B.6)

vk = tan−1

√
1 − e2sinEk/(1 − e cos Ek)
(cos Ek − e)(1 − e cos Ek)

(B.7)

Ek = cos−1 e + cos vk
1 + e cos vk

(B.8)

Φk = vk + ω (B.9)

δuk = Cus sin 2Φk + Cuc cos 2Φk (B.10)

δrk = Crs sin 2Φk + Crc cos 2Φk (B.11)

δik = Cis sin 2Φk + Cic cos 2Φk (B.12)

uk = Φk + δuk (B.13)

rk = A(1 − e cos Ek) + δrk (B.14)

ik = i0 + δik +
δi
δt
tk (B.15)

x
′
k = rk cos uk (B.16)

y
′
k = rk sin uk (B.17)

Ωk = Ω0 + (Ω̇− Ω̇e)tk − Ω̇etoe, Ω̇e = 7.2921151467 × 10−5 rad
sec

(B.18)

xk = x
′
k cosΩk − y

′
k cos ik sinΩk (B.19)

yk = x
′
k sinΩk − y

′
k cos ik cosΩk (B.20)

zk = y
′
k sin ik (B.21)

where xk , yk and zk denote the satellite position in the ECEF frame. Equation (B.6)
is nonlinear and need to be solved iteratively. A good initial value is Ek = Mk and
can be solved iteratively with for example Newton-Raphsons method. Further
on the solution for vk must be in the correct quadrant, therefore a smart arcus
tangens function that takes both sine and cosine as input is appropriate to use,
for example atan2.

A final remark as described in Bejeryd [2007] is that the relativistic effects due to
the motion of the coordinatesystems need to be handled. While the signal travels
from the satellite to the receiver the earth rotates and so does the ECEF frame.
Therefore the satellite position of transmission is calculated in an inertial frame
that coincides with the ECEF frame at that time instance. When the position
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then is calculated the coordinates are rotated to the current ECEF frame using
the transmission time and the earth’s rotation frame.

The matrix used for rotating the coordinate systems to a later time is defined as

CECEF,laterECEF =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
cos θ − sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (B.22)

where θ = Ω̇et
i
transmission and titransmission is the time for the signal to travel from

satellite i to the observer. The transmission time is derived from the geometric
range which must be determined by iteration.

To calculate the corrected pseudo range the corrected signal emission time needs
to be found. Given the uncorrected pseudo range measurement we have:

tsv,uncorrected = treceiver −
ρuncorrected

c
(B.23)

The corrected signal emission time can be described as

tsv,corrected = tsv,uncorrected − ∆tsv (B.24)

where

∆tsv = af 0 + af 1(tsv,uncorrected − toe) + af 2(tsv,uncorrected − toe)2 + ∆tr . (B.25)

The parameters af 0, af 1, af 2 are given in the general parameters in the ephemeris
message and are clock corrections to the satellites. The term ∆tr is due to rela-
tivistic effects and are calculated as

∆tr =
−2(u)1/2

c2 · e · (A)1/2 sin Ek (B.26)

where u, e, A and Ek are parameters that are found when calculating the satellite
positions.

Finally the corrected pseudo range measurement can be calculated as

ρcorrected = c(trec − tsv,corrected). (B.27)

It needs to be stressed that the corrected pseudorange, receiver position and satel-
lite positions need to be calculated together in a large iteration loop since the
quantities depend on each other.
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